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Abstract: The deliverable D6.4 presents the results of the activities that took place in the
context of Task 6.4 “Development and Validation of SDN Emulation Platform for Converged
FiWi 5G Networks”. The D6.4 document presents the design and implementation of the
Fiber-Wireless SDN-enabled emulation platform that enables the setup and execution of
various emulation scenarios. The designed platform provides to the 5G-PHOS control layer
components, a realistic view of the 5G-PHOS infrastructure layer, while the emulated
devices expose the same programmable interfaces as the actual ones. In particular, the
supported emulation scenarios enable the validation of the operation and the performance
evaluation of the 5G-PHOS Network Planning and Operation (NPO) tool and of the
respective SDN controller. The D6.4 deliverable describes in detail the experimental testing
and evaluation that was performed, which showcase the ability of the control layer to
efficiently orchestrate the 5G-PHOS infrastructure under the dense, ultra-dense and hot
spot use cases.

Keywords: Emulator, Fiber-Wireless, Container, SDN controller, OvS, OpenFlow, OVSDB,
NETCONF
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Abbreviations
AMQP

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol

AP

Access Point

CLI

Command-Line Interface

DL

Downlink

FiWi

Fiber-Wireless

FTTH

Fiber to the Home

KPI

Key Performance indicator

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

NBI

Northbound Interface

NETCONF

Network Configuration Protocol

NPO

Network Planning and Operation

ODL

OpenDaylight Platform

OS

Operating System

OvS

Open Virtual Switch

OVSDB

Open vSwitch Database Management Protocol

QoS

Quality of Service

REST

Representational State Transfer

ROADM

Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer

RoF

Radio-over-Fiber

RRH

Remote Radio Head

R-RRH

Rooftop Remote Radio Head

RU

Radio Unit

SDN

Software Defined Networking

SL-RRH

Secondary Lamppost Remote Radio Head

UI

User Interface

UL

Uplink

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

YANG

Yet Another Next Generation
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1

Executive Summary

This deliverable (D6.4) provides a detailed description of the emulation platform for SDNenabled 5G integrated Fiber-Wireless networks that were developed in the context of 5GPHOS. The emulation platform provides to the 5G-PHOS control plane a transparent view
of the 5G-PHOS infrastructure layer. It also enables SDN application developers to evaluate
their applications without the need for real and expensive network devices. The deliverable
presents the overall architecture and design, along with implementation details for the
main components of the emulator. The deliverable also describes the Yet Another Next
Generation (YANG) models for the emulated devices that enable their configuration and
management through the Network Configuration (NETCONF) protocol. D6.4 includes an
overview of the emulation platform’s graphical user interface.
In addition, D6.4 describes the integration between the designed emulation platform and
the 5G-PHOS Network Planning and Operation (NPO) tool and SDN controller. An overview
of the NPO and the controller is also provided, while an extended and detailed description
of both is available in D6.3.
A number of emulation scenarios' are described regarding the network topology, the initial
configuration state and the relevant traffic characteristics. Finally, a detailed description of
the performed testing and evaluation activities is included, highlighting the successful
execution of the different emulation scenarios and the relevant results.
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2

Introduction

2.1 Purpose of this document
This document presents the results of the activities took place in the context of Task 6.4
“Development and Validation of SDN Emulation Platform for Converged Fiber Wireless
(FiWi) 5G Networks”, which refers to the development of a FiWi SDN-enabled emulation
platform. The deliverable presents various evaluation scenarios that are implemented
through the emulator, for validating and evaluating the performance of the 5G-PHOS
Network Planning and Operation (NPO) tool and respective SDN controller, which were
developed in Task 6.3.

2.2 Document structure
The present deliverable is split into 7 chapters, with chapters 3-7 being the document’s
core:
 Chapter 3: Presents the design and implementation of the FiWi SDN-enabled
emulation platform.
 Chapter 4: Presents the designed YANG models for the 5G-PHOS emulated network
devices.
 Chapter 5: Presents the integration between 5G-PHOS Network Planning and
Operation tool, the respective SDN controller and the emulation platform.
 Chapter 6: Presents the tests that were performed for the performance evaluation of
the designed 5G-PHOS programmable SDN architecture and network optimization
algorithms.
 Chapter 7: Presents the summary and conclusions of this deliverable.

2.3 Audience
This document is public.
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3

SDN Emulation Platform for Converged FiWI 5G
Networks

3.1 General overview
The evolution in ultra-broadband Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) converged and programmable 5G
networks require an environment for the development and evaluation of optimization
algorithms regarding the network resources management and protocols extensions.
Network emulation is considered as a critical development and testing approach for
network applications or protocols, since on the one hand it is more advanced compared to
network simulation and on the other provides a scalable and programmable solution that
is less expensive than using experimental testbeds.
Existing network simulation or emulation tools (like mininet [1], ns-3 [2]) have a number
of limitations such as limited support of southbound protocols, difficulty to support new
data plane protocols, inability to use external SDN controllers and lack of support for
defining emulation scenarios for FiWi converged topologies. Moreover, their architecture
have other limitations such as lack of isolation, limited scalability and no support of
different SDN protocols operating within the same emulation scenario experiment.
Therefore, within the 5G-PHOS project we design and implement a complete emulation
platform for SDN-enabled, 5G integrated Fiber-Wireless networks. The emulator provides
to the 5G-PHOS control plane a transparent view of the 5G-PHOS infrastructure layer as
all emulated devices expose the same protocols as the actual devices (Figure 1). A key
feature of the designed emulation platform is the use of OS-level virtualization, namely
containers, based on the Docker framework [3], for setting up the emulated network
devices. Container-based applications have become popular for their efficiency and
scalability advantages over hypervisor virtualization.

Figure 1. Emulated transparent SDN-enabled FiWi infrastructure layer
Containers are, essentially, sandboxes, executing at the process level (user-space) with
distinct access to Operating System (OS) resources. The container ecosystem has brought
a significant advantage in application deployment: the layered filesystem model enables
the re-use of common parts of the execution stack (libraries/runtime), while packing the
application with all its dependencies in a single image file is very appealing in terms of ease
of deployment and reproducible behaviour. The nodes in each emulation scenario are
Docker images that can be customized to emulate various network devices, while the
operations are completely independent. By using containers, the emulation platform is able
to support autonomous and flexible creation of independent network elements, resulting
in more realistic emulations.
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The main features of the emulation platform are:


Emulate all the main components of the 5G-PHOS architecture: Flexbox (Master
and Slave), Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADM), Rooftop Remote
Radio Head (R-RRH) and Secondary Lamppost Remote Radio Head (SL-RRH).



Each emulated network element is implemented as a dedicated docker container;
this approach provides full isolation between the emulated devices.



Every emulated network element exposes the appropriate network interfaces to 5GPHOS SDN controller, provides monitoring information and is able to react to its
commands.



It supports arbitrary network topologies for converged FiWi 5G networks and
provides traffic control and generation capabilities.



Devices’ YANG models are available that describe the network elements capabilities
and operational status.

The designed and implemented emulation platform is useful for SDN application developers
that want to create and evaluate applications using the 5G-PHOS architecture, since it
eliminates the need for real and expensive network devices. It also enables the rapid
prototyping of new network devices by allowing software developers to get an early start
on their work, long before the hardware platform is finalized. This platform could be used
also by operators for testing SDN applications, prior to deploying them to production
networks.
In the following sections, we present the developed FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform.

3.2 Emulation platform architecture
We have adopted an architecture that allows the detailed emulation of various 5G-PHOS
scenarios (dense, ultra-dense and hot spots), while it also enables the immediate extension
of the overall functionality without breaking the implementation of the existing modules.
The designed emulation platform is organized in three layers: the access layer, the
orchestration layer and the emulation layer. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture
and its main components.
The access layer exposes the Northbound Interface (NBI) that allows the interaction of
the users with the emulation platform through the implement graphical user interface and
Command Line Interface (CLI). More details for the design and implementation of the
access layer are available in sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.2. The orchestration layer (section
3.3.1) implements the application logic for the creation and management of the emulation
environment and orchestrates the execution of the users’ requests from the access layer
to the emulation layer. Finally, the emulation layer contains the emulated network
devices that are implemented based on Docker’s containers. Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.2.1
provide a detailed description for the design and implementation of the emulation layer.
The emulation platform can be deployed either on a single machine or on multiple
resources, since the three major components (i.e. UI/CLI, emulation platform orchestrator
and emulation layer components) can be hosted in different machines. For medium scale
emulation scenarios, a local Docker installation can be used, while for large-scale scenarios,
a cluster of Docker Engines can be utilized for deploying the necessary emulated devices.
Container orchestration tools like Docker Swarm and Kubernetes can be used for the
creation, management and orchestration of the required clusters.
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Figure 2. FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform architecture and its main
components

3.3 Implementation details
3.3.1 Orchestration Layer
The orchestration layer is implemented as Python application (emulator application) that
glues everything together as it is responsible to manage the execution of each emulation
scenario. It leverages the benefits of the Docker lightweight virtualization to provide
scalability based on the flexible and automated creation of independent network elements,
resulting in more realistic emulations. Part of the orchestration layer is also the database
that stores information regarding the current state of the emulated network infrastructure,
the traffic flows and notifications from the emulated devices. Furthermore, orchestration
layer’s modular design enables the enhancement or upgrade of its building blocks without
affecting the overall functionality of the emulation platform.
The orchestration layer contains the following components (Figure 2):


Access Interface: It handles the interaction with the user interface, receives
through the exposed REST interface the user requests and forwards them to the
Orchestrator. Moreover, it automatically forwards the notifications events to the
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access layer components (i.e. UI and CLI) during the execution of an evaluation
scenario.


Orchestrator: It is the main component of the orchestration layer as it implements
the application logic, oversees the operation of the other internal components and
coordinates the execution of the emulated scenarios.



Infrastructure Manager: It is responsible for creating, managing and destroying
the appropriate containers for the emulated network elements. The infrastructure
manager also manages the registration (on load) and deregistration (on
termination) of the emulation devices to the SDN controller. Furthermore, it
monitors the containers’ entire lifecycle, collects status information and sends any
required internal commands.



Emulation Manager: It manages the traffic parameters for each emulated network
element according to the overall traffic description in the active scenario. It
periodically orders the emulated devices to adjust their generated traffic according
to the current state of the emulation scenario.



Logger: It collects the notifications and status messages from the various emulated
network elements, preprocesses them, forwards them to the appropriate
component and updates the contents of the local database. It is also responsible to
create the appropriate notification events for the access layer components that are
forwarded through an asynchronous messaging interface.

3.3.2 Emulation layer
The base of the emulation layer are the emulated devices, which are executed in Docker
Linux containers. Docker is a tool that uses operating system virtualization to create
software containers hosting applications that run in an isolated environment. The resource
consumption of a container is lower than that of a virtual machine, because the operating
system is not replicated, but only the libraries and processes needed by the application are
being virtualized.
The containers’ isolation both at the file system and network level, enables multiple
emulated network devices to run without issues on the same machine. Also, the efficient
resource usage and high scalability supports the setup of complex emulation scenarios.
Since, each container corresponds to a different emulated device the Infrastructure
Manager component of the orchestration layer, utilizes the ability provided by the Docker
for custom configuration and execution.
The emulation engine implementing an emulated device and running in each container
consists of the following components: the communication interface, the device emulation,
a NETCONF server, an Open Virtual Switch (OVS) and the internal data store (Figure 3).
The engine receives requests from the orchestration layer through the communication
interface and forwards them to device emulation component. The device emulation
implements the internal logic, as it is responsible to emulate the behavior of the device
based on the current configuration and existing traffic conditions. It also coordinates the
traffic generation for the uplink and downlink. Moreover, during the startup the emulation
platform configures the container’s network parameters (e.g. exposing network ports),
setups the appropriate initialization files and boots the emulation engine application. In
particular, a device’s initial configuration is specified in an XML file that is automatically
created and copied inside the container by the Infrastructure Manager. In this way the
initial state of every emulated device can be described in the emulated scenario
specifications.
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Figure 3. Emulated network device
The communication interface provides a central point where the available containers
exchange messages with the orchestration layer, creating a control and management bus
among emulated devices. The notification messages from the emulated devices are
delivered to Logger in the orchestration layer through a specific exchange and queue. The
device emulation component on every change in the status of an emulated device forwards
automatically the appropriate notification through the communication interface. The Logger
then dispatches them to the appropriate orchestration layer component for additional
processing. Moreover, the communication interface delivers to the emulated devices
instructions from the orchestration layer, regarding the generated traffic and their internal
status. For the implementation of the above functionality, we make use of the RabbitMQ
[6] message queue service that supports message routing through so-called exchanges,
featuring several built-in exchange types for different routing logics. In this case, the
emulator uses the “topic” exchange where messages published by the orchestration layer
(i.e. the Emulation Manager) are tagged with a routing key that uniquely identifies the
corresponding emulated device.
The emulation engine contains also a NETCONF server that provides the required
mechanisms to install, manipulate, and delete the configuration of the emulated devices.
Furthermore, the Open Virtual Switch is used to emulate the 5G-PHOS FlexBoxes that have
the capability to behave like OpenFlow-enabled switches. The NETCONF server is based on
Netopeer2 toolset [7], Libnetconf2 library [8] and Libyang library, all developed by
CESNET. Libnetconf2 is a NETCONF library, written in C, intended for building NETCONF
client/server applications. It provides basic functions to connect NETCONF client and server
to each other via SSH or TLS, to send and receive NETCONF messages and to store and
work with configuration data in a datastore. Netopeer2 is a set of tools build on the
libnetconf2 library. It provides a NETCONF server, Netopeer-Server and a command line
interface NETCONF client program, Netopeer-cli. The Netopeer2 NETCONF server uses the
sysrepo [10] YANG-based configuration and operational state data store. Sysrepo ensures
consistency of the data stored in the datastore and enforce data constraints defined by
YANG models.
Figure 4 illustrates the information workflow between the orchestration layer and the
emulated network devices when an emulated device receives instructions regarding the
traffic generation and when the SDN controller changes its configuration. The arrows show
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the direction of the communication between the involved components and services. In
particular, the requested uplink and downlink traffic rates from the Emulation Manager are
forwarded to the specific network device through the communication interface. Then, the
device emulation manager forwards the received instructions to the internal traffic
generation scripts. When, the SDN controller updates the configuration state of the
emulated device, the device manager is notified by the sysrepo data store and sends
through the communication interface the appropriate notification message to the
orchestration layer components.

Figure 4: Information flow between orchestration and execution layer
components

3.3.2.1 Emulated traffic and wireless links
In this section, we provide details about the mapping of the described network topology
on the emulated entities, how the emulated optical and wireless links between the devices
are created, how the bandwidth of the optical and wireless connections is emulated, and
finally how traffic is generated in the emulated network topology.
The emulator setups an emulated network topology, based on the corresponding scenario
topology. The Linux container created by the orchestration layer for each emulated device
is configured according to the type of the respective network element. For 5G-PHOS
Flexboxes (Master and Slave), the orchestration layer configures the OVS service, while
for the 5G-PHOS emulated network elements (ROADM, RRH, SL-RRH) the NETCONF server
is initialized. Next, a number of Linux network namespaces that correspond to network
interfaces, are created and configured in every emulated device. On each Master Flexbox,
there is a network interface per served SL-RRH and one additional that corresponds to an
endpoint aggregating and handling the device’s traffic. On every Slave Flexbox, one
interface provides the interconnection with the SL-RRH, while additional ones are created
based on the SL-RRH’s endpoints that are defined in the scenario description. All the
necessary Linux interfaces are created through the Linux ip tool that is part of the iproute2
utilities, which control TCP/IP networking and traffic. Each network interface is configured
to support traffic generation and forwarding operations.
Figure 5 illustrates an example emulated network topology that corresponds to a basic
dense area deployment scenario. The red squares correspond to created Linux network
interfaces that emulate the endpoints where the traffic is generated. The black squares
are the internal interfaces that define the emulated optical or wireless links. Moreover, the
solid lines are the emulated optical links, while the dashed ones correspond to emulated
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wireless links between R-RRH and SL-RRH devices. In this example only one of the two
SL-RRHs is activated and each Slave Flexbox has a small number (2-3) endpoints.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) The scenario topology and (b) the corresponding emulated
network topology
For implementing the links between the emulated network devices, we use virtual Ethernet
pairs (veth). A veth is actually a virtual Ethernet device that acts as a tunnel between
network namespaces, creating a bridge to a network device in another namespace. Veth
devices are always created in interconnected pairs, while the traffic send on one device in
the pair is immediately forwarded to the other device in the pair and vice versa. Hence,
they provide a useful way to interconnect different network namespaces in the emulation
platform, regardless of the points that define the wired or wireless link (Master Flexbox
and R-RRHs, R-RRH and SL-RRHs, Slave Flexbox and endpoints).
Moreover, during the initialization, the Infrastructure Manager sets the capacity for each
emulated optical and wireless link by allocating automatically the appropriate bandwidth,
using the Linux tc tool. The tc provides traffic control and traffic shaping capabilities in the
Linux kernel. 5G-PHOS solution supports connection rates up to 25 Gbps of data per
wavelength that are unachievable through software emulation. Thus, the emulation
platform provides scaled-down rates compared to the actual network infrastructures. The
exact traffic mapping parameters can be defined through the emulator’s configuration file.
When the SDN controller activates or deactivates an emulated device the corresponding
link’s state is also automatically updated. The same applies during the sub-band allocation
for the emulated wireless links between R-RRH and SL-RRH, whose bandwidth is
automatically adjusted to match the allocated sub-bands. This approach provides a realistic
emulation for the 5G-PHOS network architecture and enables the demonstration of the
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developed control and orchestration mechanisms even without a real converged FiWi
testbed.
Figure 6 presents the internal configuration through the tc utility for an emulated wireless
link between a pair of R-RRH and SL-RRH emulated devices that has been assigned 2
channels (corresponding to 100 Mbps in the emulation platform).

Figure 6. Emulated wireless link configuration
Additionally, the emulation platform supports the generation of traffic between any pair of
endpoints at the Master and Slave Flexboxes in the network topology, enabling more
interesting evaluation scenarios. The iperf3 tool [11] (available in every container) is used
for this operation. The traffic generation is performed between two interfaces, one being
the iperf3 server and the other being the client. iperf3 allows generating TCP or UDP traffic,
supporting also the definition of useful parameters such as the requested bandwidth and
the time duration for which the data is transferred. The emulation platform also supports
bidirectional traffic, where the uplink and downlink rates can be defined independently.
Every emulated scenario is divided into a number of emulation steps whose duration is
defined by the emulator’s users and their traffic parameters are described in high level at
the emulation scenario description file (more details in Section 3.4.1.2). The orchestration
layer (Emulation Manager component) forwards periodically the traffic generation
commands to each emulated device. In the emulation engine, the device emulation
component receives through the dedicated exchange topic these commands and adjusts
the generated traffic accordingly.

3.3.3 Access Layer
The access layer provides loose coupling between the user interface and the main
components of the emulator. It exposes the northbound interfaces that allows the
bidirectional communication for exchanging commands, information and notifications. The
designed emulation platform offers two main NBIs, the first is based on REST APIs over
the HTTP protocol and the second is an asynchronous messaging interface based on the
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP). The former exposes control operations to
manipulate and inspect the execution of emulation scenarios and it is invoked by the user
interface (graphical and command line) to interact with the orchestration layer
components. The latter offers persistence and asynchronous communication between
parties that enables the orchestration layer to send responses and notification messages
to the user interface.
Table 1 summarizes all the supported methods for the REST-based northbound interface,
while the following tables present for each method the list of the information elements
included in the body of the HTTP request or response and the possible HTTP response
codes. The REST API methods are implemented in Python based on the Flask micro web
framework [5].
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Table 1: Access layer REST API
HTTP Verb

URI

Description

POST

/api/v1/load

Load a particular emulation scenario.

POST

/api/v1/start

Start the execution of the loaded scenario.

GET

/api/v1/scenario

Provide details for the loaded emulation
scenario.

GET

/api/v1/stop

Stop the execution of the loaded emulation
scenario.

DELETE

/api/v1/terminate

Terminate the execution of loaded
scenario, delete containers and unregister
devices from the SDN controller.

GET

/api/v1/containers

Provide details for the available containers
that used for the loaded emulation
scenario.

GET

/api/v1/wireless_links

List all the established connections
between R-RRHs and SL-RRHs.

POST

/api/v1/device_status

Change the operation state for one or more
emulated devices.

GET

/api/v1/traffic/{deviceID}

Get traffic information details for a specific
emulated device or endpoint.

GET

/api/v1/wireless_capacity

Provide details for the allocated sub-bands
in the available SL-RRHs.

Table 2: POST /api/v1/start
POST /api/v1/start
Request
Parameters

Response
Parameters

step_interval(Optional –
O)

Integer

The duration in seconds
for each emulation step

traffic_reporting_interval
(O)

Integer

The duration in seconds
for traffic reporting

--

--

--

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE
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Table 3: POST /api/v1/load
POST /api/v1/load
Request
Parameters

name (Mandatory M)

String

Emulation scenario name.

category (M)

Enum

Type of emulation scenario:
 hotspot
 dn_udn

Element

Description
of
emulation
topology
and
available
devices
profiles.
Section
3.4.1.1
provides
detailed
description for the syntax of
this field.

traffic (M)

Element

Description
of
traffic
requests. Section 3.4.1.2
provides detailed description
for the syntax of this field.

--

---

---

topology (M)

Response
Parameters

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

Table 4: GET /api/v1/stop
GET /api/v1/stop
Request
Parameters

--

--

--

Response
Parameters

--

--

--

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE
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Table 5: GET /api/v1/scenario
GET /api/v1/scenario
Request
Parameters

--

--

--

Response
Parameters

name

String

Emulation scenario name

category

Enum

Type of emulation scenario:
 hotspot
 dn_udn

status

Enum

Emulation
scenario
status:
 Loading
 Loaded
 Failed
 Started
 Stopped

step

Integer

Current emulation step

create_at

Integer

Created/loaded timestamp

current

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

Table 6: DELETE /api/v1/terminate
DELETE /api/v1/terminate
Request
Parameters

--

--

--

Response
Parameters

--

--

--

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE
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Table 7: GET /api/v1/containers
POST /api/v1/load
Request
Parameters

--

--

--

Response
Parameters

total

Integer

Total number of utilized containers.
Each element provides details for
one container and contains the
following parameters:
 id (integer): container unique
identifier

containers

Array of elements

 name (string): container
name
 device_name: emulated
device name
 status (string): container
status, one of created,
running, paused, exited

 ports (string): container
exposed ports
Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

Table 8: GET /api/v1/wireless_links
GET /api/v1/wireless_links
Request
Parameters

Response
Parameters

--

links

--

--

Array of elements

Each element provides details for a
connection between one R-RRH and
SL-RRH:
 r_rrh_id (integer): R-RRH
unique identifier
 sl_rrh_id (integer): SL-RRH
unique identifier
 vlan_id (integer): Sub-band
allocation identifier

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE
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Table 9: GET /api/v1/wireless_capacity
GET /api/v1/wireless_capacity
Request
Parameters

Response
Parameters

--

capacity

--

--

Array of elements

Each element contains the following
parameters:
 r_rrh_id (integer): R-RRH
unique identifier
 sl_rrh_id (integer): SL-RRH
unique identifier
 bandwidth (integer): Assigned
bandwidth in Mbps
 tx_rate (integer): Actual data
transmission rate in Mbps
 rx_rate (integer): Actual data
receive rate in Mbps

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

Table 10: POST /api/v1/device_status
POST /api/v1/device_status
Request
Parameters

Response
Parameters

devices

Array of integers

List of nodes (identified by their
unique identifiers) that we want to
update their operation state.

states

Array of integers

Describe for each node its new
state (1 => operational, 0 =>
failed).

responses

Array of integers

An array that indicates if the
modification was successful (1 or
0).

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE
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Table 11: GET /api/v1/traffic/{deviceID}
GET /api/v1/traffic/{deviceID}
Request
Parameters

--

--

--

Response
Parameters

tx_rate

Array

Data transmission rate in Mbps,
one value for every traffic
aggregation interval

rx_rate

Array

Data receive rate in Mbps, one
value
for
every
traffic
aggregation interval

Successful response HTTP code: 200 OK
Error response HTTP code:
400 BAD REQUEST, 403 FORBIDDEN, 409 CONFLICT
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR, 503 SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

The emulation platform relies on a message broker-based interface to collect and forward
asynchronously the appropriate messages and events from the orchestration and
emulation layer towards the access layer components (i.e. UI and CLI). This interface
allows to manage notifications messages between distributed components and software
modules in a scalable and efficient way. In our implementation, we make use of the
RabbitMQ message queue service [6], which is a messaging service that gives applications
a common platform to send and receive messages, based on a broker concept.
In particular, RabbitMQ provides message routing through so-called exchanges before
arriving at queues at the consumer side, featuring several built-in exchange types for
different routing logics. The emulation platform, for the asynchronous northbound
interface, uses the fanout exchange, where messages published by the producer (i.e. the
Logger component of the orchestration layer) are send to a specific exchange. This
exchange broadcasts all the messages it receives to all subscribed clients (i.e. UI, CLI).
The orchestration layer posts messages to the fanout exchange in JSON format using the
following predefined syntax:


event (string): event unique identifier



message (element): set of event related parameters that provide the required
information

The following table describes the structure of the NBI notifications messages.
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Table 12: Northbound interface notification messages
Event
Identifier
INFO

DOCKER_UP

Description

Parameters
from
layer

 message (string): event related
information

Container
created
and
running, triggered on loading
emulation scenario.

 id (integer): container unique
identifier
 device_id (integer): emulated
device unique identifier
 message (string): event related
information

General information
orchestration
components.

DOCKER_FAILED

Unable to create container,
triggered
on
loading
emulation scenario.

 id (integer): container unique
identifier
 device_id (integer): emulated
device unique identifier
 message (string): event related
information

DOCKER_DOWN

Container
successfully,
terminating
scenario.

 id (integer): container unique
identifier
 device_id (integer): emulated
device unique identifier
 message (string): event related
information

stopped
triggered on
emulation

For ROADM
 id (integer): emulated device
unique identifier
 label (string): device label
 wavelength_id
(integer):
assigned wavelength unique
identifier
 operational_status (boolean):
operational status (activated,
deactivated) indicator

DEVICE

Device
configuration
and
operational
parameters
changed
by
the
SDN
controller.

For R-RRH
 id (integer): emulated device
unique identifier
 label (string): device label
 operational_status (boolean):
operational status (activated,
deactivated) indicator
 transmitted_bytes (integer):
total transmitted bytes
 received_bytes (integer): total
received bytes
For SL-RRH
 id (integer): emulated device
unique identifier
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 label (string): device label
 operational_status (boolean):
operational status (activated,
deactivated) indicator
 r_rrh_id
(integer):
unique
identifier for R-RRH that serves
the specific SL-RRH
 subband_vlan_id
(integer):
assigned sub-band identifier
 transmitted_bytes (integer):
total transmitted bytes
 received_bytes (integer): total
received bytes

TM

Requested traffic rates for all
endpoints for the current
emulation step. Triggered on
emulation step update.

 step (integer): current emulation
step
 rates (array): array of elements
each one containing the following
parameters:
o flexbox_id (integer): master
Flexbox unique identifier
o endpoint (string): endpoint
identifier
o uplink_rate
(integer):
requested uplink rate in Mbps
o downlink_rate
(integer):
requested downlink rate in
Mbps
 rrhs (array): array of elements
that describe the traffic per R-RRH
 slaves (array): array of elements
that describe the traffic per SLRRH/Slave Flexbox
 endpoints (array): array
of
elements that describe the traffic
per endpoint

TRAFFIC
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Periodic traffic (uplink and
downlink) report for all
emulated network devices.

Each of the above elements has the
following parameters:
 device_id
(integer):
device
unique identifier
 timestamp (integer): timestamp
in Unix epoch
 tx (element): transmit details with
the following parameters:
o pkts (integer): number of
transmitted packets
o drop (integer): number of
dropped packets
o bytes (integer): number of
transmitted bytes
 tx_Mbps (double): transmit rate
in Mbps
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 rx (element): receive details with
parameters simulator to tx element
 rx_Mbps (double): receive rate in
Mbps

CAPACITY

Sub-band allocation changed
or
SL-RRH
assigned
to
different R-RRH.

There is an array of elements that
each one contains the following
parameters:
 vlan_id (integer): sub-band
allocation identifier
 sl_rrh_id (integer): SL-RRH
unique identifier
 slave_flebox_id
(integer):
Slave Flexbox unique identifier
 rate (integer): assigned rate in
Mbps

3.4 Emulation platform operation
The first step in setting up an emulation is to define a particular scenario, through the
graphical user interface or the exposed RESTful API. In the emulated scenario a number
of details are specified, regarding the devices, their initial configuration parameters and
the traffic demands. Next, the emulator based on the provided information creates and
configures all the necessary emulated devices and connections between them. When the
initialization phase is completed the emulation scenario is ready for execution.
The different states of an emulated scenario are the following:


Loaded: The emulated scenario has been submitted to orchestration layer, traffic
demands are analyzed, containers are created, emulated devices are initialized and
emulated devices are registered to the SDN controller.



Running: The emulated scenario is running, traffic is generated and passed
through the emulated topology.



Stopped: Traffic generation is stopped in the current emulation step.



Finished: The emulation scenario has finished. All the defined emulation steps have
been executed successfully.



Terminated: Traffic generation is stopped, emulated devices are deregistered by
SDN controller and containers are terminated.

Figure 7 summarizes the different step of the emulation procedure for loading a particular
emulation scenario.
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Figure 7. Emulation scenario loading procedure

3.4.1 Scenarios description
A primary concern during the design of the FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform was to
build a system that will support the execution of numerous emulation scenarios, which may
differ in various parameters like the network topology, the existing network state and the
available devices. We selected a scenario description model that is independent from the
way users interact with the emulation platform (i.e. UI, CLI, REST). The description is
based on a set of JSON schemas that describe the available emulated devices, their
interconnection, their initial state and the traffic requests parameters. By selecting the
above simple schema, it is possible to have multiple scenarios that share the same traffic
or topology description.
To this end, every emulation scenario is fully described through a simple JSON file that
contains the following elements:


scenario_name: scenario name



category: a string with value either "dn_udn" or "hotspot"



topology: name of JSON file that contains the topology and initial state description



traffic: name of JSON file that contains the traffic description

3.4.1.1 Topology and initial state
We selected to use two different JSON schemas for the description of hotspot and
dense/ultra-dense area scenarios. The separated schemas enable the detailed emulation
for the different deployment while at the same time improve the user experience by
avoiding considerably complicated descriptions.
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Dense and ultra-dense area scenarios
The JSON schema for the description of a network infrastructure along with its initial state
for the dense and ultra-dense scenarios has to contain the following elements:


category: A string with value "dn_udn".



flexboxes: Contains an array of elements that each one describes the network
devices and endpoints that serve a specific Master Flexbox. The number of elements
in this array corresponds to the total number of Master Flexboxes in the emulated
network infrastructure.

Each Flexbox is described by the following elements:


id (integer): Master Flexbox unique identifier.



label (string): Master Flexbox label.



params: Provides configuration parameters that are required for the creation of
the container and the integration with the SDN controller. It contains the Flexbox
element’s ovs_port (integer) that defines the OVSDB management port and its
auto_register (integer) parameter that enables the automatic registration and
deregistration of the OVS switch in the SDN controller, with possible values 0 or 1.



initial_state: Describes the initial state and contains the operational_state
(integer) parameter, with possible values 0 or 1.
RRHs: An array of elements that describe the R-RRHs, which are served from the
specific Master Flexbox.

Each R-RRH is described by the following elements:


id (integer): R-RRH unique identifier.



label (string): R-RRH label.



params: Provides configuration parameters that are required for the creation of
the container and the integration with the SDN controller. It contains the R-RRHelement’s netconf_port (integer) that defines the NETCONF port and the
auto_register (integer) parameter that enables the automatic registration and
deregistration of the emulated NETCONF device in the SDN controller.



initial_state: Describes the initial state and contains the operational_state
parameter with possible values 0 or 1.



SLs: an array of elements that each one describes a SL-RRH and Slave Flexbox for
a specific R-RRH. It contains the following parameters:
o

id (integer): SL-RRH unique identifier.

o

label (string): SL-RRH label.

o

end_points (integer): Number of endpoints.

o

initial_state: Contains the operational_state (integer) parameter with
possible values 0 or 1 and the element vlan_id (integer) that describes based
on the 5G-PHOS defined numerology [15] the assigned sub-bands for
serving the uplink and downlink traffic between SL-RRH and R-RRH.
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In Figure 8, we present an example for a simple dense area scenario that includes one
Master Flexbox with two R-RRHs, three SL-RRHs and three Slave Flexboxes, each one with
three endpoints. Table 13 shows the corresponding JSON description of this topology.

Figure 8. Basic dense area scenario

Table 13: Network topology and initial state description for basic dense area
scenario
{
"category": "dn_udn",
"flexboxes" : [
{
"id":1,
"label": "Master Flexbox",
"params": { "ovs_port": 6641 },
"R-RRHs": [
{
"id": 10,
"label": "R-RRH 1",
"initial_state": { "operational_state":1 },
"params": { "netconf_port": 9001 },
"SLs":[
{
"id":100, "label": "SL-RRH 1", "end_points": 2,
"params": { "slave_flexbox_label":"SL-RRH_1", "netconf_port": 9002 },
"initial_state": { "vlan_id": 12, "r_rrh_id":10 }
},
{
"id":101, "label": "SL-RRH 2", "end_points": 2,
"params": { "slave_flexbox_label":"SL-RRH_2", "netconf_port": 9003 },
"initial_state": { "vlan_id": 32, "r_rrh_id":10 }
},
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{
"id":102, "label": "SL-RRH 3", "end_points": 2,
"params": { "slave_flexbox_label":"SL-RRH_3", "netconf_port": 9004 },
"initial_state": { "vlan_id": 21, "r_rrh_id":10 }
}]
}
]
}]
}

Hotspot scenarios
The JSON schema for the description of a network infrastructure along with its initial state
for the hotspot scenarios has to contain the following three elements:


category: A string with value "hotspot".



master_flexbox: Describes the unique Master Flexbox for this type of scenarios.
It contains the elements id, label, params and initial_state whose description is the
same as above.



buses: An array of elements that each one describes a specific bus topology where
a series of network devices and endpoints are deployed. The number of elements
in this array corresponds to the total number of bus topologies in the emulated
network infrastructure.

Each one of the buses has to contain the following elements:


RRHs: An array of elements that each one describes an R-RRH device. It contains
the elements id, label, params and initial state whose description is the same with
the R-RRH element for the dense/ultra-dense scenarios. There are also two
additional elements: a) roadm that provides the description for the corresponding
ROADM device and b) sl-rrhs an array of integers that contains the SL-RRH unique
identifiers that can be served by the specific R-RRH.



SLs: An array of elements that each one describes a SL-RRH and the Slave Flexbox
for a specific R-RRH. The element’s syntax is the same with the dense/ultra-dense
scenarios.

Each ROADM is described by the following elements:


id (integer): ROADM unique identifier.



label (string): ROADM label.



params: An element that provides configuration parameters that are required for
the creation of the container and the integration with the SDN controller. It contains
the netconf_port (integer) that defines the NETCONF port and the auto_register
(integer) parameter that enables the automatic registration and deregistration of
the emulated NETCONF device in the SDN controller.



initial_state: Describes the initial state and contains the element’s
operational_state with possible values 0 or 1 and wavelength_id (integer).
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In Figure 9, we present an example for a hotspot area scenario that includes one Master
Flexbox with four R-RRHs and ROADMs and four SL-RRHs and Slave Flexboxes that each
one has two endpoints. Table 14 shows the corresponding JSON scheme description.

Figure 9. Basic hotspot scenario
Table 14: Network topology and initial state description for hotspot scenario
{
"category": "hotspot",
"master_flexbox": {"id":1, "label":"Master FlexBox", "params": { "ovs_port": 6641 },
"initial_state": {}},
"buses": [
{
"RRHs": [
{
"id": 10, "label": "R-RRH 1", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9001 }, "initial_state": {
"operational_state":1 },
"roadm": { "id": 20, "label":"ROADM_1", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9002 },
"initial_state": { "wavelength_id":1 } },
"sl-rrhs":[100]
},
{
"id": 11, "label": "R-RRH 2", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9003 }, "initial_state": {
"operational_state":0 },
"roadm": { "id": 21, "label":"ROADM_2", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9004 },
"initial_state": { "wavelength_id":0 } },
"sl-rrhs":[101]
},
{
"id": 12, "label": "R-RRH 3", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9005 }, "initial_state": {
"operational_state":0 },
"roadm": { "id": 22, "label":"ROADM_3", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9006 },
"initial_state": { "wavelength_id":0 } },
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"sl-rrhs":[102]
},
{
"id": 13, "label": "R-RRH 4", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9007 }, "initial_state": {
"operational_state":1 },
"roadm": { "id": 23, "label":"ROADM_4", "params":{ "netconf_port": 9008 },
"initial_state": { "wavelength_id":4 } },
"sl-rrhs":[103]
}
],
"SLs": [
{ "id": 100, "label": "SL_1", "end_points":2, "params": { "slave_flexbox_label": "SL_1",
"netconf_port": 9009 }, "initial_state": { "vlan_id": 10, "r_rrh_id":10 } },
{ "id": 101, "label": "SL_2", "end_points":3, "params": { "slave_flexbox_label": "SL_2",
"netconf_port": 9010 }, "initial_state": { } },
{ "id": 102, "label": "SL_3", "end_points":2, "params": { "slave_flexbox_label": "SL_3",
"netconf_port": 9011 }, "initial_state": { } },
{ "id": 103, "label": "SL_4", "end_points":3, "params": { "slave__label": "SL_4",
"netconf_port": 9012 }, "initial_state": { "vlan_id": 13, "r_rrh_id":13 } }
]
}
}

]

3.4.1.2 Traffic
In the emulation platform, the traffic demands are defined in terms of the endpoints that
belong to each Slave Flexbox and are served by the corresponding SL-RRH. The emulation
platform supports bidirectional and asymmetric (different uplink and downlink requests)
traffic requests for the available endpoints. Moreover, the requests for the endpoints of
each Slave Flexbox can be defined either explicitly or implicitly. In the explicit description,
there is a specific uplink and downlink traffic request (in Mbps) for each endpoint. In the
implicit description, the users specify the total uplink and downlink traffic (in Mbps) per
Slave Flexbox. In the latter case, the emulator (i.e. emulator manager component)
generates automatically the individual uplink and downlink traffic requests for each
endpoint based on the provided total requests and a generator policy. The platform
supports three generator policies, while its modular implementation enables the easy
extension with new ones.
The JSON schema used for describing the traffic parameters for every emulation scenario
has to contain the following three elements:


explicit_description: The explicit description parameter with possible values 0 or
1.



generator_policy: For an implicit description this element provides the policy that
the emulator will use to generate the individual requests per endpoint. The
supported values are: "uniform", "exponential", "normal".



demands: Contains an array of elements that each one describes the overall traffic
demands, organized per Slave Flexbox, for a specific emulation step. Hence, each
emulation step description element is also an array whose number of elements is
equal to the total available Slave Flexboxes while every element is also an array
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that contains always two other arrays (i.e. endpoint arrays). The first endpoint array
defines the uplink traffic demands and the second the downlink traffic demands for
a specific endpoint. In case of explicit descriptions, the uplink and downlink arrays
contain the traffic demands, in Mbps, for every endpoint that belongs to the specific
Slave Flexbox. For the implicit description these arrays contain only one value that
corresponds to the total uplink and downlink traffic demands for all the endpoints
in the specific Slave Flexbox. The actual allocation per endpoint is performed by the
emulator based on the specified generator policy.
Finally, Table 15 shows the corresponding traffic demands JSON descriptions for the two
network scenarios that are described in the previous section. In both cases, we consider
three emulation steps while we use implicit description with uniform generator policy for
the dense area scenario and explicit description for the hotspot area.
Table 15: Scenario description
{
"explicit_description": 0,
"generator_policy”: "uniform",
"demands": [

Dense area
scenario

[ [[45],[40]], [[35],[35]], [[52],[55]] ],
[ [[60],[60]], [[55],[50]], [[70],[68]] ],
[ [[65],[68]], [[69],[62]], [[85],[95]] ]
]
}
{
"explicit_description": 1,
"generator_policy”: "",
"demands": [

Hotspot
scenario

[[[15,20],[15,15]], [[15,20],[15,15]], [[15,20],[15,15]], [[15,20],[15,15]]],
[[[35,30],[25,25]], [[22,20],[30,10]], [[18,25],[30,30]], [[20,20],[10,10]]],
[[[40,40],[25,25]], [[32,25],[45,40]], [[30,28],[35,40]], [[25,25],[25,25]]]
]
}
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3.4.2 User interface
The emulation platform comes with a neat graphical user interface through which users
can access the provided functionalities. In the user interface there is a separation of the
different steps: control and execution of scenarios, results presentation and monitoring of
the network infrastructure. The main part of the user interface is written in Python
programming language using the cross-platform PyQt5 [11] Python bindings for the Qt
framework [13]. The graphical representation of the network topology is based on the
JavaScript library visjs [14].
Users can load various emulation scenarios, check the current network status, including
established lightpaths, allocated wireless capacity, devices configurations, traffic related
parameters, and have access to other useful information, such as logging details for
execution requests and key actions performed by the emulation layer. Actions on the user
interface are translated to commands send to emulation layer through the exposed REST
interface and from there to the appropriate components for executing the necessary
procedures. The user interface is dynamically updated based on the changes in the
underlying network topology.

Figure 10. Main workspace of FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform user
interface
Next, we describe how users can interact with the emulation platform through the provided
user interface, which is divided into two primary areas: the main workspace in the middle
and the tabs in the bottom (Figure 10). The tabs provide detailed information for the overall
emulated scenario such as details for traffic requests’ characteristics, details for the
existing devices operation profiles and inspection of allocated sub-bands and established
QoS/slices.
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Workspace
The main workspace in the user interface (Figure 11) contains the visualization of the
emulated FiWi network infrastructure and the established connections between R-RRHs
and SL-RRHs. The workspace supports visually distinguish representation for key
information, including the operational state of devices (different icons), assigned
wavelengths (different link colors) and sub-band allocations (edge width proportional to
assigned bandwidth). When the 5G-PHOS SDN controller modifies the status of any device
and connection the user interface is dynamically updated and users can immediately
inspect the new state and details for the event that triggered the corresponding action.

Figure 11. Detailed view for a hotspot scenario with only two active ROADMs
and R-RRHs
Scenario
The first tab (Figure 12) contains the toolbar of action buttons that enable users to open,
load and control the execution (start, stop, terminate) of emulation scenarios, while they
can also execute post analysis operations. Furthermore, it provides a graphical overview
for the total uplink and downlink traffic requests and it displays the progress of the active
emulation scenario. The contents of this tab are automatically updated according to the
progress of the executed emulation scenario.

Figure 12. Available actions, scenario progress and overall traffic requests
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Devices
The second tab shows the list of all existing emulated devices along with basic information
like their label, type, operational status, configuration and served traffic (Figure 13). By
selecting a device, analytical information is available regarding its configuration and
operational parameters. The content is automatically updated on every change in the
devices’ configuration and operational state.

Figure 13. Available devices in the emulated network topology
Wireless Capacity
It provides an overview of the established wireless connections between the existing RRRH and SL-RRH devices (Figure 14). For every connection the following information is
available: the allocated sub-bands (VLAN tag), the corresponding bandwidth, the
transmitted and received data rates and the actual bandwidth utilization. These
connections are illustrated in the graphical representation as dotted lines whose thickness
and color are based on the allocated sub-bands and bandwidth utilization respectively. The
contents are updated accordingly to changes in sub-bands allocation and association
between R-RRHs and SL-RRHs.

Figure 14. Connections between R-RRHs and SL-RRHs and sub-band allocation
details
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Traffic Analysis
This tab provides a drop-down menu that allows users to view a detailed traffic analysis
per emulated network device and available endpoint. The primary chart, in the left side,
illustrates the actual data transmission and receive rates from the beginning of the
emulation scenario for a selected device or endpoint. There is also available a second
chart, in the right side, only for the endpoints that displays the unserved transmission and
receive rates that is the difference between the requested rates and the actual maximum
supported by the current allocated bandwidth. The charts are automatically updated every
few second based on the details that the user interface receives from the emulator through
the asynchronous northbound interface. Figure 15 shows an example for a SL-RRH and
Figure 16 for an endpoint. In this example, the allocated bandwidth for each endpoint was
up to 10Mbps while the traffic requests were initial up to 6 Mbps and then up to 15 Mbps.

Figure 15. Available uplink and downlink data rates on selected SL-RRH

Figure 16. Available (left chart) and unserved (right chart) uplink and downlink
data rates on selected endpoint
Logs
The final tab displays a high-level description for the logging messages that the user
interface receives from the emulator through the asynchronous northbound interface
(Figure 17). By leveraging this information, the users can inspect more closely the progress
of the emulated scenarios and even verify that the decisions from the 5G-PHOS NPO tool
and SDN controller are the expected ones.
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Figure 17. Logging messages from the emulator
Command Line Interface
In addition, the emulation platform contains a simple command line interface that provides
similar functionality with the user interface. The available commands enable users to
control the execution of emulation scenarios, list the emulated devices and endpoints,
retrieve the current state of the available emulated devices, inspect traffic and display
basic KPIs (e.g. dropped traffic, capacity per SL-RRH, total capacity of endpoints). The
command line interface can be very useful for basic experiments, while it also enables the
automatic execution of multiple evaluation scenarios.

Figure 18. Interaction with command line interface, listing emulated devices
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4

Emulated Devices YANG Models

The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) is a network device management protocol
developed and standardized by the IETF, which provides mechanisms to install,
manipulate, and delete the configuration of network devices and querying their
configuration and status. NETCONF provides the fundamental programming features for
robust automation of network management by means of a rich set of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for edit and query operations. In the emulation platform,
NETCONF is used as the management protocol to enable configuration and monitoring for
the R-RRH, SL-RRH and ROADM emulated network elements.
During the development of the NETCONF protocol, it became clear that a common data
modelling language was needed to express the structure and semantics of configuration
information in a vendor-neutral format. To this end, the Yet Another Next Generation
(YANG) data modelling language was developed by the IETF NETCONF Data Modeling
Language Working Group (NETMOD). A primary target during YANG development was to
have highly readable and compact data models to be used with the NETCONF protocol. The
data modelling language can be used to model configuration data, state data, remote
procedure calls and to define the format of event notifications emitted by network
elements. Configuration data is explicitly set by an external entity on the system. State
data reflects parameters that cannot be set by an external entity (e.g., decided by the
vendor) and the list of parameters supported by the device.
YANG employs a modular structure: all definitions are contained in modules, identified by
their names. To simplify the maintenance of complex modules, it is possible to subdivide
a module into sub-modules, sharing the same XML namespace. YANG comes with a number
of built-in data types and provides a library of commonly used derived data types;
additional data types can be derived from the built-in and library ones. It is moreover
possible to extend standardized definitions with specific definitions and to pose constraints
to the data values that must be validated by NETCONF servers.

4.1 YANG model for Rooftop RRH
Figure 19 presents the schema tree of the YANG data model for the emulated R-RRH
devices that enable the interaction between the NETCONF server of the emulated device
and NETCONF client of the SDN controller.
The following parameters belong to the configuration data:




Device unique identifier
Device label
List of SL-RRHs that R-RRH serves along with their assigned sub-bands

The following parameters belong to the state data:





Replica of the configuration data
Operational status (true = activated, false = deactivated)
Total number of transmitted bytes
Total number of received bytes

The R-RRH YANG model specifies also the following custom RPC operations:
●

activate-rrh: Operation to activate an R-RRH. It only affects the operational status;
it does not restore any previously assigned sub-bands.
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●
●

deactivate-rrh: Operation to deactivate an R-RRH. It also removes all the assigned
sub-bands.
set-subbands: Operation to set assigned sub-bands for a specific SL-RRH.

Figure 19. Tree of the YANG model for emulated R-RRH devices

4.2 YANG model for Secondary Lamppost RRH
Figure 20 presents the schema tree of the YANG data model for the emulated SL-RRH
devices.
The following parameters belong to the configuration data:





Device unique identifier
Device label
Unique identifier for the corresponding R-RRH
Assigned sub-bands

The following parameters belong to the state data:





Replica of the configuration data
Operational status (true = activated, false = deactivated)
Total number of transmitted bytes
Total number of received bytes

The SL-RRH YANG model specifies also the following custom RPC operations:
●

activate-sl-rrh: Operation to activate an SL-RRH. It only affects the operational
status; it does not restore any previously assigned sub-bands.
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●
●

deactivate-sl-rrh: Operation to deactivate an SL-RRH. It also removes all the
assigned sub-bands.
set-subbands: Operation to set assigned sub-bands.

Figure 20. Tree of the YANG model for emulated SL-RRH devices

4.3 YANG model for ROADM
Figure 21 presents the YANG data model for the emulated ROADM devices.
The following parameters belong to the configuration data:




Device unique identifier
Device label
Assigned wavelength

The following parameters belong to the state data:



Replica of the configuration data
Operational status (true = activated, false = deactivated)

The ROADM YANG model specifies also the following custom RPC operations:
●
●
●

activate-roadm: Operation to activate the ROADM.
deactivate-roadm: Operation to deactivate the ROADM.
set-wavelength: Operation to set assigned wavelength.
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Figure 21. Tree of the YANG model for emulated ROADM
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5

Integration with Network Planning and Operation
Tool and SDN controller

In this section, we will briefly introduce the concepts of the SDN controller and the Network
Planning and Operation (NPO) Tool. The original specifications are described in Deliverable
2.5 [16], however a more extended description of both is available in Deliverable 6.3. A
description of the main principles has been described in brief also in [17]. As shown in
Figure 22, at the infrastructure layer the Fi-Wi infrastructure includes the Master and Slave
Flexboxes, as well as the Rooftop Remote Radio Heads (R-RRHs) and the Secondary
Lamppost Remote Radio Head (SL-RRHs). The control layer refers to the SDN controller
and the application layer to the NPO tool. Finally, the SDN controller interfaces with the
infrastructure layer and the application layer through the Southbound and Northbound
interfaces (SBIs and NBIs) respectively.

Figure 22. High-level Architecture [17]

5.1 SDN controller and NPO
The 5G-PHOS network control plane follows a full SDN approach based on the OpenDaylight
(ODL) controller [18], a modular open platform for customizing and automating networks
of any size and scale that uses YANG [19] as its modelling language. Its model-driven
subsystems that play a significant role are:


the config subsystem which is an activation, dependency-injection and configuration
framework;



the Model-driven Service Abstraction Layer (MD - SAL) for messaging and data
storage functionalities for data, notifications and Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs)
using YANG; and,



the MD-SAL clustering, which enables cluster support for core MD-SAL functionality
and provides location-transparent access.
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In the application layer, the NPO tool can be logically divided into two main components,
the graphical user interface (GUI) and the orchestrator. The first one provides the
abstraction and proper supervision (by collecting dynamic/live information regarding Fi-Wi
resources) for the network engineer to make configurations over the entire network at any
time, while the second one is responsible for network orchestration and can run multiple
automated resource allocation functions. In Figure 23, an indicative NPO view catering to
the management and orchestration of the Fi-Wi resources is displayed. Different frontend
widgets are used for the creation of the GUI. This specific view caters to a knowledgeable
network engineer and allows for testing all the functionalities in a very detailed way and
therefore will be used for the emulator evaluation tests. However, more high-level view
options exist.

Figure 23. Indicative 5G-PHOS NPO engineering view
The SDN controller and NPO functionalities are various and cater to the optimization of the
Fi-Wi link resource allocation. As described in the revised 5G-PHOS Architecture and the
related specifications included in D2.4 [15] and D2.5 [16], the underlying flexibility in the
network data plane is achieved by means of variable capacity assignments to antennas
through sub-bands or QoS rule limits (e.g., fixed minimum/maximum throughput to a
Slave Flexbox or small cell). Also, ROADM configuration and activation/deactivation of
various elements of the R-RRH antenna are envisaged.
The supported SDN functionalities are categorized as follows:
1) Live network status monitoring: The NPO collects a number of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs), such as throughput/traffic per Flexbox, as well as PHY layer
performance indicators.

2) Sub-band Allocation/Slicing: Sub-band assignment to the lampposts given their traffic

demand is a basic functionality. This is done by updating the flows with the proper VLAN
tag, translated into the proper combination of sub-bands running on the Flexbox
devices. The SDN controller allows also isolation options, by allocating a fixed number
of sub-bands to a specific lamppost/small cell regardless of the traffic demand. The
controller is also able to create a number of QoS types and rate limits that are installed
on the Flexbox devices, enabling multi-operator features using the Open vSwitch
Database (OVSDB) [20] protocol. This way different telecom operators can share the
same infrastructure. The sharing of the same sub-band enables the multiplexing of
virtualized and independent logical networks on the same physical network
infrastructure.
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3) Activation/Deactivation of network elements for energy efficiency & wavelength
selection: The SDN controller supports wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
functionalities using Network Configuration (NETCONF) [21] protocol, allowing the
dynamic activation/ deactivation of various R-RRH antennas and ROADMs based on
traffic demand, so as to distribute the traffic stemming from the SL-RRHs to more RRRHs

5.2 Interfacing aspects
With respect to southbound interfaces, OpenFlow (OF) [22], Open vSwitch Database
(OVSDB) [20] and Network Configuration (NETCONF) [21] protocols are used for the
communication of the controller with the infrastructure.
In summary, each southbound interface is used in the 5G-PHOS network infrastructure as
follows:



OF determines the path of the network packets through the various switches (i.e.
network of Flexboxes/ switches).



Given that Open vSwitches (OVS) [23] are running on Flexbox devices, operating
as their manager, the OVSDB protocol enables the configuration of these devices.



NETCONF uses XML-based data encoding for the configuration data as well as for
the protocol messages and offers mechanisms for installation, manipulation and
deletion of network devices.

Finally, the RESTCONF [25] protocol provides the communication interface between the
NPO/Orchestrator and the SDN controller.
Since the emulation platform provides to the SDN controller a transparent view of the
infrastructure layer, the same protocols are used to manage the emulated network devices.
During the setup of each evaluation scenario, the emulated devices are automatically
configured and registered to the OpenDaylight controller. To this end, we exploit the
multiple southbound interfaces that the ODL controller exposes through a set of
dynamically loadable plugins. More specifically, the OVSDB plugin that provides support
for managing OVS hosts via an OVSDB model in the MD-SAL and the OpenFlow plugin.
Each emulated Flexbox (Master or Slave) device is configured to listen on TCP port 6644
through the following command:
ovs-vsctl set-manager ptcp:6640

Additionally, the emulation platform activates the connection of the SDN controller to
existing OVS hosts via the configuration MD-SAL. The OpenDaylight REST API [24] provides
the appropriate method for this operation:
Operation: PUT
URI: restconf/config/network-topology:network-topology/topology/ovsdb:1/node/
ovsdb:%2F%2FHOST1
Body (JSON)
{
"network-topology:node": [
{
"node-id": "ovsdb://HOST1",
"connection-info": {
"ovsdb:remote-port": "6640",
"ovsdb:remote-ip": "<ovs-host-ip>"
}
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}
}

]

Furthermore, the MD-SAL offers the NETCONF connector plugin [26] to manage multiple
connections with NETCONF enabled devices, along with related YANG models. In particular,
this connector plugin provides the dynamic creation of dedicated REST APIs with URI
structures bound to the different YANG models of controlled devices. The emulation
platform automatically registers the NETCONF emulated devices through the OpenDaylight
REST APIs. The controller then opens the NETCONF session with the device, exchanges
capabilities, and retrieves the device YANG model. Once registered, an emulation device is
ready to be configured through the REST APIs.
The OpenDaylight REST API for NETCONF devices registration is independent from the type
of device, as described below.
Operation: POST
URI: /restconf/config/network-topology:network-topology/topology/topologynetconf/node/<DEVICE_NAME>
Body (XML)
<node xmlns="urn:TBD:params:xml:ns:yang:network-topology">
<node-id>DEVICE_ID</node-id>
<host xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">IP_ADDRESS</host>
<port xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">PORT</port>
<username xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">USERNAME</username>
<password xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">PASSWORD</password>
<tcp-only xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">false</tcp-only>
<protocol xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">
<name xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">SSH</name>
</protocol>
<reconnect-on-changed-schemaxmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">
false
</reconnect-on-changed-schema>
<connection-timeout-millis xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">
20000
</connection-timeout-millis>
<max-connection-attempts xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">
0
</max-connection-attempts>
<between-attempts-timeout-millis xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">
2000
</between-attempts-timeout-millis>
<sleep-factor xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">1.5</sleep-factor>
<keepalive-delay xmlns="urn:opendaylight:netconf-node-topology">120</keepalive-delay>
</node>
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6

Evaluation Scenarios

This section presents the tests that were performed in order to validate the correct
operation of the 5G-PHOS NPO tool and SDN controller. The tests are organized in three
categories. Initially, we present the basic functional tests to verify the successful
integration between the developed FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform and 5G-PHOS
NPO and SDN. Next, we performed several tests to evaluate and demonstrate the
capabilities of 5G-PHOS control plane to operate efficiently under different traffic loads in
hotspot area and dense/ultra-dense area deployments.

6.1 Basic functional validation
To facilitate partner interaction and integration of the different software components in a
systematic way the partners created test cards. Each test card consists of three tables,
addressing the overall description and objectives of the test, the definition of the system
under test (SUT) and the detailed description of the test. In the following, we list the testcards that were used in the integration process of the FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform
and the 5G-PHOS NPO tool and respective SDN controller.
The goal of the initial tests is to verify the operation of the emulation platform and the
ability of SDN controller to manage the emulated 5G-PHOS network devices and retrieve
their status.

Test Card #

Functional_1

Test Name

Verify the FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform that developed in
5G-PHOS.

Objectives

Related
Cards

Test

Passed



Verify the ability of the emulation platform to parse properly
the designed descriptions for the emulation scenarios.



Verify the appropriate initialization of the descripted
emulated network elements.



Verify the ability of the emulation platform to produce the
requested traffic demands.



Verify that the appropriate internal events are triggered and
forwarded to the corresponding components.



Verify the ability of the emulation platform to setup the
necessary emulated wireless links.



Verify that execution events are forward to access layer.

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None
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Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

A number of different network topologies and traffic scenarios were used
during the development and functional testing of the emulation platform
to ensure that it always creates and handles appropriately a diverse set
of emulation use cases. For example, network topologies for hotspot
deployments with different number of R-RRHs, ROADMs and SL-RRHs
along with dense/ultra-dense deployments and various dynamic and
static traffic scenarios.

Topology
details

Test description
Step #

Step description and expected results

1.

Description:

Status

Initially during the development phase, we evaluated through unit
and basic functionality testing the implementation quality for the
functional components of the emulation platform. Then, using
automatic testing procedures we ensured both the correct operation
and robustness of the produced code. The first stage consists of all
the required tests that correspond to the initial coding phase and
debugging and include among others, unit and acceptance testing.
We used the appropriate software to control the execution of these
tests and the comparison of actual outcomes with the expected
outcomes. For the unit testing, we used the Python unit testing
framework (PyUnit).

Passed

Expected Results:


Functional components provide the expected functionalities
and exchange information to the designed interfaces.

Comments:
We produced a series of unit and functional tests for all the
functional components using the Python Robot Framework and we
verified their correct operation and their ability to exchange the
required information.
2

Description:
The objective of these tests is to verify the implementation of the
northbound interfaces of the access layer through which the
external entities (i.e. UI, CLI, NPO/SDN) interact with the emulation
platform.
Passed
Expected Results:


The exposed REST interface validates the input parameters
and rejects any request with invalid parameters.



Every well-formatted request is forwarded to
appropriate component in the orchestration layer.
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Events and notification messages are forwarded through
the corresponding RabbitMQ exchanges to access layer
components.

Comments:
The validation for all the exposed methods (REST APIs and
asynchronous messages) performed through the execution of a
number of automated scripts that we developed. Each script
includes a number of different tests in order to verify that each
method in the northbound interface provides the expected
functionality, while it is able to handle appropriately valid and invalid
input parameters.
Next, we present two examples: 1) a successful emulation scenario
initialization and 2) notification message for traffic update.
DEBUG:emulator.AccessInterface: POST /api/v1/load - 200
DEBUG:emulator.AccessInterface:Receive access interface message:
{"cmd": "load", "params": {"name": "Simple Debug", "category":
"dn_udn", "topology": {"category": "dn_udn", "flexboxes": [{"id": 1,
"label": "Master Flexbox", "params": {"ovs_port": 6641}, "R-RRHs":
[{"id": 10, "label": "R-RRH 1", "initial_state": {"operational_state": 1},
"params": {"netconf_port": 9001}, "SLs": [{"id": 100, "label": "SL-RRH
1", "end_points": 3, "params": {"slave_flexbox_label": "SL-RRH_1",
"netconf_port": 9002}, "initial_state": {"vlan_id": 21, "r_rrh_id": 10}},
{"id": 101, "label": "SL-RRH 2", "end_points": 3, "params":
{"slave_flexbox_label":
"SL-RRH_2",
"netconf_port":
9003},
"initial_state": {"vlan_id": 22, "r_rrh_id": 10}}]}]}]}, "traffic":
{"explicit_description": 0, "generator_policy": "uniform", "demands":
[[[[46], [46]], [[51], [51]]], [[[46], [46]], [[51], [51]]], [[[46], [46]],
[[51], [51]]]]}}}
DEBUG:emulator.AccessInterface:Notification Message: {"event": "TM",
"step": 1, "rates": [{"flexbox_id": 1, "endpoint": "h2", "uplink_rate": 15,
"downlink_rate": 15}, {"flexbox_id": 1, "endpoint": "h3", "uplink_rate":
15, "downlink_rate": 15}, {"flexbox_id": 1, "endpoint": "h4",
"uplink_rate": 16, "downlink_rate": 16}]}

3

Description:
In this step, we verify the implementation of the emulation platform
regarding the initialization, orchestration and execution of
emulation scenarios.
Expected Results:


Infrastructure Manager parses and loads successfully each
time the requested emulation scenario.



Required Docker containers, for the emulated devices, are
automatically created.



Emulated network devices are initialized based on the
details from scenario description.



Configuration of emulated optical and wireless links for the
interconnection of the emulated devices.



Orchestrator internal structures are initialized with the
appropriate information from the Emulation Manager and
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Infrastructure Manager regarding the network details and
current state.
Comments:
A number of emulation scenarios, that differ in available network
devices and initial state, have been used to verify that emulator’s
components can successfully handle all the required actions. Next,
we present: a) the available containers for a simple scenario and
logging messages for the creation of an emulated device container
(R-RRH) and its registration to SDN controller, b) the configuration
for an emulated wireless link with 40 Mbps capacity between R-RRH
and SL-RRH_1, and c) the NETCONF configuration for emulated RRRH and ROADM devices.

DEBUG:urllib3.connectionpool:http://localhost:None
"POST
/v1.40/containers/create?name=R-RRH_1 HTTP/1.1" 201 88
DEBUG:urllib3.connectionpool:http://localhost:None
"POST
/v1.40/containers/81a57db042c0a6a10e7102cedcf6869e2b90dc0c12fdac
4f11fa51fedc5b574b/start HTTP/1.1" 204 0
DEBUG:emulator.Logger:Forward
@
UI
orchestrator
message:
{"device_id": 10, "event": "DOCKER_UP", "message": "Device 'R-RRH_1'
is ready"}
DEBUG:urllib3.connectionpool:http://192.168.1.67:8181
"PUT
/restconf/config/network-topology:network-topology/topology/topologynetconf/node/R-RRH_1 HTTP/1.1" 201 0
DEBUG:emulator.Logger:Forward @ UI orchestrator message: {"event":
"INFO", "message": "Device 'R-RRH_1' registered to SDN controller"}

(a)

DEBUG:emulator.InfrustructureManager: Notification message: {"event":
"CAPACITY", "message": [{"vlan_id": 21, "slave_flexbox_label": "SLRRH_1", "rate": 40, "sl_rrh_id": 100}]}
INFO:emulator.Logger: Device status message: {"received_bytes": 0,
"subband_vlan_id":
21,
"traffic_report_updated_at":
0,
"operational_status":
true,
"transmitted_bytes":
0,
"id":
100,
"node_type": "SL-RRH", "label": "SL-RRH_1", "r_rrh_id": 10}

(b)

(c)
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4

Description:
In this step, we verify the ability of the emulation platform to
generate the requested traffic according to the corresponding traffic
description.
Expected Results:


Emulation manager parses the traffic description and
creates the corresponding detailed traffic requests for each
endpoint.



Traffic instructions are forwarded periodically to emulated
network devices through the designed interface between
orchestration and execution layer.



Endpoints produce the required traffic (uplink and
downlink) based on the instructions from the orchestration
layer.



Traffic flow parameters are updated at the YANG state
information data models for the NETCONF emulated
devices (i.e. R-RRH, SL-RRH).



Emulation Manager and Logger forward the overall traffic
monitoring information at the access layer.

Comments:
A number of different traffic descriptions, including explicit, implicit,
valid and invalid, have been used to verify the specific functionality.
Next, we present: a) messages from the emulation platform
(component Emulation Manager) internal logging mechanism with
traffic parameters for an emulation step, b) traffic related details
from the YANG state data of an emulated SL-RRH device and c) a
chart from UI that presents data transmission and receive rates for
the same device.

Passed

DEBUG:emulator.EmulatorManager: Uplink traffic parameters: [{'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.1', 'rate': 15, 'netns_name': 'h2', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.1', 'rate': 15, 'netns_name': 'h3', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.1', 'rate': 16, 'netns_name': 'h4', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.1', 'rate': 17, 'netns_name': 'h5', 'flexbox_id': 1}]
DEBUG:emulator.TrafficManager: Downlink traffic parameters: [{'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.2', 'rate': 15, 'netns_name': 'h1', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.3', 'rate': 15, 'netns_name': 'h1', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.4', 'rate': 16, 'netns_name': 'h1', 'flexbox_id': 1}, {'iperf_c':
'10.0.0.5', 'rate': 17, 'netns_name': 'h1', 'flexbox_id': 1}]
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Test Card #

Functional_2

Test Name

Evaluate 5G-PHOS NPO tool, SDN controller and emulation platform
integration

Objectives

Related
Cards

Test

Passed



Verify that emulated network devices are recognized and
displayed in the NPO/SDN controller.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN controller to query the Master and
Slave Flexboxes.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to query NETCONF-based
emulated devices.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to monitor the traffic flow in the
emulated devices.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to configure emulated devices
through NETCONF protocol.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to install rules through OF,
OVSDB (rate limit, flows, sub-band allocation) on emulated
Master and Slave Flexboxes.

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None
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Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources

Topology
details



5G-PHOS SDN controller



5G-PHOS NPO tool



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

Two different topologies are used: a) simple dense area deployment and
b) basic hotspot deployment. The first contains one R-RRH and three
SL-RRHs, each one with three endpoints, while initially 1 sub-band for
DL and 1 sub-band for UL are assigned to SL-RRH_1 and SL-RRH_3. The
second contains four R-RRHs and ROADMs and four SL-RRHs has two
endpoints, while initially only two R-RRHs and ROADMs are activated.

Topology (a)

Topology (b)
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Test description
Step
#

Step description and expected results

1.

Description:

Status

Verify that emulated network devices are available to NPO/SDN.
Expected Results:


Emulated devices are registered to 5G-PHOS SDN controller
MD-SAL service.



SDN can retrieve their configuration details through the
RESCONF and OVSDD, NETCONF plugins.

Comments:
Next, we present the successful registration for all emulated devices
for both deployments: a) simple dense area and b) basic hotspot
deployment.
Available NETCONF devices – (RESTCONF: /restconf/config/networktopology:network-topology/topology/topology-netconf/)

Passed

(a)

(b)

Master Flexbox – (RESTCONF: /restconf/config/network-topology:
network-topology/topology/ovsdb:1/)
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2

Description:
Verify the ability of NPO to query the Master and Slave Flexboxes.
Expected Results:


NPO can retrieve all the available configuration and operational
details for any specific emulated Flexbox device.

Comments:
Available configuration details for Master Flexbox and operational
details for the second Slave Flexbox in simple dense area deployment.

Passed

Available operational details for the first (SL_1) and third (SL_3) Slave
Flexbox in basic hotspot rea deployment.
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3

Description:
Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to query NETCONF-based emulated
devices.
Expected Results:


NPO can retrieve all the available configuration and operational
details for any specific emulated NETCONF-based device.

Passed

Comments:
Available configuration details for the SL-RRH_3 in simple dense area
deployment.
(ODL
RESTCONF:
/restconf/config/ networktopology:network-topology/topology/topology-netconf/node
SLRRH_3/yang-ext:mount/SL-RRH:SL-RRH)
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Available configuration and operational details for the R-RRH_1 in
basic hotspot area deployment. (ODL RESTCONF: /restconf/config/
network-topology:network-topology/topology/topology-netconf/node
/R-RRH_1/yang-ext:mount/R-RRH:R-RRH)

Available configuration details for the SL_2 (initially disabled, no subband assignment) in basic hotspot area deployment. (ODL RESTCONF:
/restconf/config/network-topology:network-topology/topology/
topology- netconf/node/SL_2/yang-ext:mount/SL-RRH:SL-RRH)

4

Description:
Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to monitor the traffic flow in the
emulated devices.
Expected Results:


NPO collects KPIs related to traffic flow, such as throughput per
Flexbox.



Measured traffic is inline with emulated traffic.

Comments:

Passed

Next figures illustrate the overall planned emulated traffic (in Mbps)
for the evaluation.
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Deliverable D6.4

NPO internal mechanisms successfully monitor and display the traffic
flow in Master Flexbox.

5

Description:
Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to configure emulated devices through
NETCONF protocol.
Expected Results:


The configuration state in the NETCONF-based emulated is
successfully updated.



The emulation platform forwards the updated state in the
emulation UI.

Comments:

Passed

For the basic hotspot deployment, we present the activation of the RRRH_2 and the assignment of wavelength 2 for the ROADM_2. NPO
activates R-RRH_2 by executing the following RPC through RESTCONF
Operation: POST
URI:
/restconf/operations/network-topology:network-topology/
topology/topology-netconf/node/R-RRH_2/yang-ext:mount/RRRH:activate-rrh
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Body: Empty
NPO activates ROADM_2 and assigns it wavelength by executing the
following RPC through RESTCONF.
Operation: POST
URI:
/restconf/operations/network-topology:network-topology/
topology/topology-netconf/node/ROADM_2/yang-ext:mount/
ROADM:set-wavelength
Body:
<set-wavelength
xmlns=”urn:HSCNL:5GPHOS:ROADM”>
<wavelength_id>2</wavelength_id></set-wavelength>
Emulation platform receives updated configuration status and UI is
updated.
DEBUG:emulator.Logger:
{"event":
"DEVICE",
"message":
{"operational_status": true, "transmitted_bytes": 0, "label": "RRRH_2", "node_type": "R-RRH", "received_bytes": 0, "id": 11}}
DEBUG:emulator.Logger:
{"event":
"DEVICE",
"message":
{"wavelength_id": 2, "node_type": "ROADM", "operational_status":
true, "id": 21, "label": "ROADM_2"}}

6

Description:
Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to install rules through OF, OVSDB (rate
limit, flows, sub-band allocation) on emulated Master and Slave
Flexboxes.
Expected Results:


NPO assigns sub-bands to SL-RRH_2 (vlan_id: 10)

Comments:
Sub-band assignments before the NPO operation.

Passed

NPO updates current sub-band allocation between Master Flexbox and
SL-RRH_2.
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Deliverable D6.4

Emulator receives requests and updates sub-band allocation.

6.2 Hotspot deployments
Next, we present the validation tests that focus on evaluating the ability of the 5G-PHOS
NPO tool and SDN controller to provide increased and efficient wireless coverage and
fronthaul capacity for use cases that correspond to hotspot deployments. In these cases,
the 5G-PHOS solution interconnects various kinds of access equipment, such as for
instance WiFi APs and 5G equipment from various tenants, at a large scale without
requiring added cabling installation.
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Test Card #

Hotspot_1

Test Name

Evaluate network management procedures for hotspot deployments

Objectives

Execution Status

Passed



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to analyze the network traffic in
order to configure appropriately the network elements.



Verify the implementation of automated activation/deactivation
of R-RRHs and ROADMS.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to reassign SL-RRHs to different
R-RRHs based on the current traffic conditions.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to satisfy user demands in high
traffic scenarios.

Related Test
Cards

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None

Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources

Topology
details
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5G-PHOS SDN controller



5G-PHOS NPO tool



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

There are available one Master Flexbox, 4 R-RRHs, 4 ROADMs and 4 SLRRHs that each one has 2 endpoints. The SL-RRHs can be served from
multiple R-RRHs. Initially, all network devices are deactivated and there
are no active sub-band allocations.
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Test description
Step #

Step description and expected results

1

Description:

Status

Initially, the NPO/SDN activates R-RRH_1, R-RRH_4, all the SLRRHs and assigns 1 sub-band for UL and 1 for DL for each SL-RRH.
Each sub-band corresponds to 20 Mbps.
Traffic demands will be relatively low, for some SL-RRHs will
increase in order to trigger NPO/SDN to assign more sub-bands. In
this scenario, the other two R-RRHs/ROADMs will not be activated.

Expected Results:


NPO algorithms based on monitoring traffic dynamically
assigns more sub-bands to the appropriate SL-RRHs.



NPO/SDN serves all the requested traffic demands.

Comments:
Initial network configuration.
Passed

(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
Traffic in SL_2 increased very close to initial allocated capacity
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NPO analytics algorithms recognize the need for more allocated subbands to SL_2 and trigger the appropriate reconfiguration.

Emulated devices receive the new configuration and the emulation
platform updates accordingly the internal emulated wireless links.

Emulation platform UI displays the new network configuration.

Finally, all traffic from and to SL_2 is served.

(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
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2

Description:
Same initial setup with Step 1.
Higher traffic demands. In the beginning, NPO/SDN will assign more
sub-bands. After some emulation steps, NPO/SDN will have to
activate one additional R-RRH/ROADM, assign the corresponding
wavelength, sub-band(s) and re-assign some SL-RRHs. Finally,
traffic will drop steadily and NPO/SDN will deactivate the RRRH/ROADM.

Expected Results:


Activate additional R-RRH and ROADM, assign wavelength,
reassign some SL-RRHs.



Normalized traffic at R-RRH_1, R-RRH_4 and traffic flow at
the newly activated R-RRH.



Serve all the requested traffic demands.



Deactivate the additional R-RRH and ROADM, reassign the
corresponding SL-RRHs.

Passed

Comments:
After assigning more sub-bands to all active SL-RRHs, NPO decides
to activate R-RRH_2 and ROADM_2, assigning also the
corresponding wavelength and sub-bands.

Emulated
NETCONF-based
configuration status.

devices

receive

the

updated

Also, the UIs in NPO and emulation platform are updated
accordingly.
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Initially the entire traffic from SL_1 and SL_2 served only by RRRH_1, then R-RRH_2 and ROADM_2 activated. Thus, traffic load
decreased in R-RRH_1.

Test Card #

Hotspot_2

Test Name

Evaluate hotspot deployments with multi-tenancy schemes

Objectives

Passed



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to concurrently facilitate multiple
tenants.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to provide guaranteed bandwidth
for specific tenants, even in high traffic scenarios.

Related Test
Cards

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None
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Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources



5G-PHOS SDN controller



5G-PHOS NPO tool



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

There are available one Master Flexbox, four R-RRHs, four ROADMs and
6 SL-RRHs that each one has 3 endpoints. Initially, all network devices
are deactivated and there are no active sub-band allocations.

Topology
details

Test description
Step #

Step description and expected results

1

Description:

Status

Initially, the NPO/SDN activates RRH_1, R-RRH_4, all the SL-RRHs
and assigns 3 sub-bands for UL and 3 for DL for each SL-RRH. Each
sub-band corresponds to 20 Mbps. Endpoint 1 (h5) at SL-RRH_2
and endpoint 3 (h19) at SL-RRH_6 request guarantee bandwidth of
25 and 30 Mbps. Traffic demands will increase over time to trigger
NPO/SDN actions (assign more sub-bands, activate additional
equipment, reassign SL-RRHs to R-RRHs). Then traffic will fluctuate
and finally decrease.

Passed

Expected Results:


NPO/SDN installs successfully the requested slices.



Selected tenants always get the corresponding guaranteed
bandwidth.



No dropped traffic for the guarantee tenants.



NPO/SDN activates additional R-RRH and ROADM, assign
wavelength and reassign some SL-RRHs to cope with the
increased traffic demands without disrupt guaranteed
bandwidth.
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Comments:
Initial network configuration.

(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
NPO installs the appropriate rules in the network devices to ensure
that endpoints h5 and h19 will have a guaranteed portion of the
overall bandwidth.
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Traffic is increased, at SL-RRH_2 and SL-RRH_6 and endpoints (h5,
h19) receive the guaranteed bandwidth (no traffic drop).

(h5)

(h19)
NPO detects that the remaining capacity is not enough and triggers
the activation of additional ROADMs/R-RRHs.

Emulated devices receive the new configuration and the emulation
platform updates accordingly the internal emulated wireless links.
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Emulation platform UI displays the new network configuration.

Traffic is successfully served for all endpoints at SL-RRH_2 and SLRRH_6.

(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
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6.3 Dense/Ultra-dense deployments
In this section, we present the validation tests that focus on evaluating the ability of the
5G-PHOS NPO tool and SDN controller to provide increased and efficient wireless coverage
and fronthaul capacity for use cases that correspond to dense/ultra-dense deployments.

Test Card #

DN_UDN_1

Test Name

Evaluate network management procedures for dense/ultra-dense
deployments

Objectives

Execution Status

Passed



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to analyze the network traffic in
order to configure appropriately the network elements.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to manage multiple R-RRHs under
different traffic conditions.



Verify the implementation of algorithms for dynamic assignment
of sub-bands to SL-RRHs based on traffic requirements.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to satisfy user demands in high
traffic scenarios.

Related Test
Cards

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None

Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources

Topology
details
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5G-PHOS SDN controller



5G-PHOS NPO tool



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

There are available one Master Flexbox, 2 R-RRHs and 6 SL-RRHs that
each one has 3 endpoints. R-RRH_1 serves the first three SL-RRHs (SLRRH_1, SL-RRH_2, SL-RRH_3) and R-RRH_2 the others. Initially, all
network devices are deactivated and there are no active sub-band
allocations.
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Test description
Step #

Step description and expected results

1

Description:

Status

Initially, the NPO/SDN activates all R-RRHs and SL-RRHs and
assigns 2 sub-bands for UL and 2 for DL to SL_R-RRH_1, SL_RRRH_2, SL_R-RRH_3, and 3 sub-bands for UL and DL to others.
Each sub-band corresponds to 20 Mbps.
Initially, traffic demands will correspond to everyday night hours
(low/normal traffic) and will be gradually increase (significant
difference for some SL-RRHs) in order to trigger NPO/SDN to assign
more sub-bands.

Passed

Expected Results:


NPO/SDN assigns dynamically the appropriate sub-bands to
each SL-RRH based on traffic requirements and network
state.



NPO/SDN serves all the requested traffic demands.

Comments:
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Initial network configuration.

(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
Traffic in SL-RRH_6 increased very close to initial allocated total
capacity.

NPO analytics algorithms recognize the need for more allocated subbands to SL_RRH_6 and trigger the appropriate reconfiguration.

Emulated devices receive the new configuration and the emulation
platform updates accordingly the internal emulated wireless links.
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Deliverable D6.4

Emulation platform UI displays the new network configuration.

Finally, all traffic from SL-RRH_6 is served.

2

Description:
Same initial setup with Step 1.
Traffic demands will correspond to everyday busy and rush hours
traffic. NPO/SDN will assign all (or the most) the available subbands. Finally, traffic will drop and NPO/SDN will reduce the
assigned sub-bands.

Passed
Expected Results:


NPO/SDN assigns dynamically the appropriate sub-bands to
each SL-RRH based on traffic requirements and network
state.



Serve all the requested traffic demands.



Avoid/minimize dropped traffic.

Comments:
Initial network configuration.
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(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
Traffic in SL-RRH_4, SL-RRH_5 and SL-RRH_6 increased very close
to initial allocated total capacity.

NPO analytics algorithms recognize the need for more allocated subbands to SL_RRH_4, SL_RRH_6 and trigger the appropriate
reconfiguration.

Emulated devices receive the new configuration and the emulation
platform updates accordingly the internal emulated wireless links.
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Emulation platform UI displays the new network configuration.

Finally, all traffic from SL-RRH_4, SL-RRH_6 is served.

(NPO UI)

(EMULATOR UI)
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Test Card #

DN_UDN_2

Test Name

Evaluate dense/ultra-dense deployments with multi-tenancy schemes

Objectives

Execution Status

Passed



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to concurrently facilitate multiple
tenants.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to provide guaranteed bandwidth
for specific tenants even in high traffic scenarios.



Verify the ability of NPO/SDN to isolate specific endpoints (small
cell).

Related Test
Cards

None

Attachments

None

Additional
Comments

None

Reference scenario and topology
Required
resources

Topology
details
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5G-PHOS SDN controller



5G-PHOS NPO tool



FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform

There are available one Master Flexbox, 3 R-RRHs and 6 SL-RRHs that
each one has 3 endpoints. Each R-RRH serves two SL-RRHs. Initially, all
network devices are deactivated and there are no active sub-band
allocations.
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Test description
Step #

Step description and expected results

1

Description:

Status

Initially, the NPO/SDN activates all R-RRHs and SL-RRHs and
assigns 4 sub-bands for UL and 4 for DL to SL-RRH_4 and 3 subbands for UL and DL to all other SL-RRHs. Each sub-band
corresponds to 20 Mbps.
Traffic demands will increase & fluctuate over time to trigger
NPO/SDN to assign dynamically sub-bands and ensure the QoS
requirements for the guaranteed tenants are always met. Finally,
traffic will decrease.

(Overall scenario traffic)
Passed

(Traffic at SL-RRH_4)
Expected Results:


NPO/SDN installs successfully the requested slices.



Selected tenants always get the corresponding guaranteed
bandwidth.



NPO algorithms based on monitoring traffic dynamically
assigns more sub-bands to the appropriate SL-RRHs.



NPO/SDN serves all the requested traffic demands.

Comments:
Initial network configuration.
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(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
NPO installs the appropriate rules in the network devices to ensure
that the first endpoint (h11) at SL-RRH_4 will have a guaranteed
portion of the overall bandwidth (75%).

Traffic is increased, at SL-RRH_4 the endpoint h11 receives the
guaranteed bandwidth (no traffic drop) while the other two
endpoints (h12, h13) share the remaining capacity (traffic drop).

(h11)
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(h12)

(h13)
NPO detects that the remaining capacity is not enough for the other
two endpoints at SL-RRH_4 and for SL-RRH_2 and triggers the
automatic allocation of additional sub-bands.

Emulated devices receive the new configuration and the emulation
platform updates accordingly the internal emulated wireless links.

Emulation platform UI displays the new network configuration.

Traffic is successfully served for all endpoints at SL-RRH_4 and
available bandwidth at SL-RRH_2 is also increased.
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(NPO UI)

(Emulator UI)
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7

Conclusions

This document has presented the final outcome of Task 6.4 “Development and Validation
of SDN Emulation Platform for Converged FiWi 5G Networks”. The designed emulation
platform enables the setup of various scenarios to validate and evaluate the operation of
the Network Planning and Operation tool and respective SDN controller. A detailed
description of the overall architecture is provided, while implementation aspects of the
main functional components and interfaces are also presented. Furthermore, a description
of the integration with the 5G-PHOS SDN controller was provided along with the designed
YANG models for the emulated network devices.
Next, we executed various evaluation scenarios organized into three categories. The first
focuses on integration between the developed FiWi SDN-enabled emulation platform, NPO,
and SDN controller. The second corresponds to hotspot area deployments, and the third to
dense/ultra-dense area deployments. The initial evaluation results confirm the emulation
platform's correct operation and its integration with the 5G-PHOS control layer. Moreover,
the extended evaluation tests verify the ability of 5G-PHOS NPO tool and SDN controller to
appropriately operate and handle different traffic loads in hotspot area and dense/ultradense area deployments.
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